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Understanding the Tragedy of the Sahel


Corey L. Lofdahl
24 July 1992


MIT System Dynamics Education Project


Introduction


News reports detailing starvation in Africa have become a persistent part


of modern life.  Magazine articles, newspaper articles, television news reports,


and even television commercials all vividly portray the suffering.  Some of


the worst conditions in Africa are in the Sahel region, the arid grassland just


south of the Sahara Desert also called the “Sub-Sahara”.  Throughout the


1980's, the developed nations witnessed the deaths of many people and


animals due to drought, desertification, and famine.  There is little reason to


believe that the “Tragedy of the Sahel” will improve soon.  As the 1990’s


begin, the Sahara continues to expand, reducing people’s living space and


intensifying their hunger.  In some areas, the desert has extended its reach by


as much as 60 miles1.


The Sahel famine is usually attributed to lack of rain as the region has


received below average rainfall over the past 30 years.  However, other factors


bear on the Tragedy of the Sahel.  The human population, the animal


population, the amount of forage area for animals, and the quality of the soil


are also important factors.  Contrasting, comparing, and combining these


                                    
1 William Langewiesche, “The World in its Extremes,” Atlantic Monthly, Nov 1991,
‘Desertification in Mauritania,’ pp134-40
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different factors is difficult though, as is accurately estimating their interplay


over times that span years, decades, and centuries.  Developing the ability to


analyze accurately such information is important however because the stakes


are high.  All people and animals depend on the environment, and


increasingly, the environment depends on being understood by people.


This paper helps the reader understand the long term, dynamic forces that


control and shape the Sahel region.  These forces are presented in three steps.


First, the Tragedy of the Sahel is shown to be a specific instance of a more


general phenomenon, the Tragedy of the Commons.  Second, the basic factors


necessary to understand and study the ecology of the Sahel will be


determined.  These factors will be gleaned from an extensive Sahel computer


model developed in the early 1970's.  Third, these results will be used to


create a simple  computer model.  Developing such a model shows how


different types of information can be combined to study both the static


structure and the possible dynamic responses of an ecological system.


Part 1 -- The Tragedy of the Commons


The Tragedy of the Sahel is an instance of a more general phenomenon,


“The Tragedy of the Commons” as articulated by Garrett Hardin2.  The


Tragedy of the Commons occurs when people individually perform rational


acts intended to further their immediate self-interest, but the combination of


everyone’s behavior hurts the long-term, collective interest.  Hardin offers


                                    
2 Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science, vol. 162, 13 Dec 1968, pp1243-8
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the following example to illustrate the problem.  Imagine a cattle pasture, or


common, open to all.  If any single herdsman increases his herd’s size, then


he benefits directly from that increase.  It is the individual who profits from


the extra milk and meat produced by additional animals.  


Yet increasing the number of cattle also yields negative consequences:


additional food, water, and space -- all provided by the common pasture -- are


required to support the extra animals.  Should these resources become


strained, overgrazing will occur.  However, the individual herdsman himself


does not pay the costs of overgrazing.  Instead, such costs affect all herdsman


as well as the community at large.  For example, if all of a pasture’s grass gets


eaten, then no food remains for the cattle and they will die, creating a famine.


Such famines affect not only the herdsmen who caused the destruction, but


also the people who depend on the cattle for food.  Each individual in the


community, including the herdsman, pays the costs of overgrazing.  Thus it is


in the herdsman’s self-interest to increase his cattle holdings to the point of


overgrazing because he receives the benefits of the increase and pays only a


fraction of the costs.  


In this discussion, the term “tragedy” is used in a precise and


philosophical manner.  The Tragedy of the Commons is not tragic because


overgrazing and famine occur due to factors beyond human control.  The


situation is tragic because famine results from people acting in accordance


with the incentives presented to them by their community.  The very process


of receiving the benefits of additional cattle and the division of their costs lies


at the root of the Tragedy of the Commons.  Thus, a link is created from


human desires and motivations to unpleasant, physical consequences.  It is
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the inevitableness of these consequences that most embodies the term


“tragic”.


Such concerns seem quite distant to those in the developed world.  Recent


advances in medicine, agriculture, communication, and transportation


appear to have won out over nature.  Yet Hardin’s major lesson is this: there


is no technical solution  to the Tragedy of the Commons, a problem caused


fundamentally by overpopulation.  Of course, this is a difficult proposition to


prove because no intuitive feel for the problem exists in developed countries.


Over the past two centuries, technology has wiped out plague and famine in


entire geographical regions, and in so doing has transformed people's lives.


Why should such progress not spread to all parts of the world?  To answer


this question, it helps to create computer models that allow experimentation


with different scenarios.  Through such testing, we can then determine the


scenarios most likely to occur given the trends of modern society.


One of the first and most influential computer models was presented in


Forrester’s World Dynamics3, which provided the basis for Meadows’ more


widely known, The Limits to Growth4.  These works are both based on system


dynamics5, a computer simulation methodology that uses feedback principles


                                    
3 Jaw W. Forrester, World Dynamics, Cambridge, MA: Productivity Press, 1971


4 Donella H. Meadows et al., The Limits to Growth, New York: Universe Books, 1972


Henceforth, the system dynamics computer model presented within World Dynamics  and
used byThe Limits to Growth, will be referred to synonymously.  Also, the authors of Limits
have recently published a sequel to their original work:


Donella H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers, Beyond the Limits: Confronting
Global Collapse, Envisioning a Sustainable Future, Post Mills, VT: Chelsea Green
Publishing, 1992


5 This paper refers to system dynamics extensively and presents explanations regarding
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to study complex systems.  System dynamics models are useful in bringing


together, coordinating, and arranging theories and data from divergent


disciplines.  The Limits to Growth focuses on interactions among five


separate global factors -- (1) population, (2) agricultural production, (3) natural


resources, (4) industrial production, and (5) pollution -- and points out five


significant trends -- (1) accelerating industrialization, (2) rapid population


growth, (3) widespread malnutrition, (4) non-renewable resource depletion,


and (5) environmental deterioration.  The conclusion states that -- given


present trends of exponential population growth, industrialization, pollution,


food production, and resource depletion -- the limits to global population


growth will be reached within 100 years resulting in sudden and


uncontrollable declines in birth, population, and industrial capacity.  This


conclusion echoes the more abstract conclusion reached in “The Tragedy of


the Commons”: the human population on Earth is limited just as the cattle


population in a pasture is limited, regardless of technological progress.


This result was controversial and prompted many critiques and counter-


critiques.  The Limits to Growth was criticized as too aggregative, as glossing


over regional differences, and as averaging away the concerns of the poorest


countries.  Ultimately, the most popular criticism held that computer models


simply represent the preconceptions of the modeler.6  It is true that all models


are simplifications of reality and that a model’s features and values are added


at the modeler’s discretion.  Thus, the modeler’s preconceptions and


                                                                                                            
several of its basic terms and concepts, but this paper is not intended as an introduction to
the field.


6 Sam Cole, Global Models and the International Economic Order, Oxford & New York:
Permagon Press, 1977
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assumptions can drive policy recommendations.  Also, it is granted that


interesting cognitive experiments are not equivalent to accurate predictions.


Nevertheless, all models are not equal.  Like anything else, good and bad


models exist, and ultimately it is the model’s supporting research that


determines its truthfulness and worth.


Since The Limits to Growth was published, global modelers have learned


several important lessons.  First, “The principal benefits for users of global


models come in the process of model development.”7  The outputs of models


are important, but more important is the process of researching and


incorporating data into a coherent model.  Second, a model should be


disaggregated and narrowly focused.  If the scope of the model is too large and


diffuse, its applicability to the real world can be unclear or unrealistic making


the model’s results questionable.  Third, a model should address a specific


question.  Limiting the model’s scope to a particular problem space helps to


insure the model is appropriately disaggregated and focused.


In this section, we have learned that the Tragedy of the Sahel is an


instance of a more general phenomenon, the Tragedy of the Commons.  The


Tragedy of the Commons occurs when people receive the full benefit of a


population increase yet the cost of the increase is spread over a community.


This incentive structure generates additional population that leads to


overpopulation, a problem that has no technical solution.  However, people


in industrialized countries can see the benefits of technology everywhere, and


so no intuitive feel for the problem exists.  The Limits to Growth attempted to


                                    
7 John M. Richardson, “The Usefulness of Global Models," MIT System Dynamics Group Paper


D-3409, Feb 1983, p7
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correct this misperception by using a computer simulation to determine the


probable consequences of continued human population growth.  Limits


determined that the population is indeed limited, and if the limits are


reached then unpleasant, population limiting consequences will result.  This


conclusion was controversial and spawned much debate.  One lesson learned


from the debate holds that disaggregated, narrowly focused problems make


better subjects for computer models because the model’s applicability is easier


to comprehend.  The next section investigates the application of system


dynamics modeling techniques to just such a problem.


Part 2 -- The Tragedy of the Sahel


The Sahel is an expansive region.  Located on the southern rim of the


Sahara between the fourteenth and eighteenth parallels north of the Equator,


it stretches out over 2.5 million square miles of Africa and comprises one fifth


of the continent.  It is also an environmentally harsh region.  The Sahel


receives little rain, rarely getting more than thirty-five inches of rain a year at


its southernmost point and falling off to between one and two inches near the


Sahara8.  Grain grows south of the fourteen inch rainfall line;  little grows to


the north.  Nowhere does grazing last long enough to support cattle year


round.  Most of the rain falls between late June and early October, and during


the rest of the year temperatures can reach 130 degrees Fahrenheit.  During


such times, harmattan  winds blow from the north, carrying off the dry


                                    


8  Claire Sterling, “The Making of the Sub-Saharan Wasteland," Atlantic Monthly, May
1974, pp98-105
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topsoil.  When the rain do arrive, they are torrential and help to wash away


more of the topsoil.  


In such an environment, human existence has always been precarious.


Traditionally, the Sahel supported only a simple, nomadic, cattle based


society.  The region’s people were among the poorest in the world, but the


nomads were not driven by hunger to randomly wander the plains.  Their


travels in search of forage for their herds were intelligently designed to derive


a living within the harsh constraints imposed by the Sahel.  Whether the


nomads moved in small circles or trekked for miles across the Sahel


rangelands, they knew where they were supposed to go and how long they


were expected to stay there.  Tribal chiefs charted the routes long ago, and the


nomads knew they could not vary their travels without regret.


That the nomads lived in the Sahel for a long time does not mean they


were infallibly wise regarding the Sahel's unwritten ecological laws.  The


psychological forces described by the Tragedy of the Commons -- the desire to


increase one’s wealth though the exploitation of the common environment --


were present in the Sahel just as any other place.  Consequently, the Sahel


showed signs of humanity’s presence long before the introduction of modern


technology.  Sand dunes were created far away from the deserts through years


of cattle trampling the soil on their way to drink from the rivers.  Other


ecologically destructive habits included overgrazing by herds larger than the


land could support, cutting acacia branches to round out a herd’s diet,


chopping down any trees for firewood, and in every dry season, deliberately


lighting bush fires to hunt fleeing rats.
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Nature however kept humanity’s actions in check through a variety of


harsh yet effective mechanisms.  Every twenty or thirty years, a drought


would cut back the human and animal populations, giving trees and grass a


chance to recover.  In between droughts, the natural balance was maintained


by early death.  The most common Sahel diseases were smallpox, leprosy,


trachoma, tuberculosis, syphilis, killer measles, sleeping sickness, malaria,


and internal parasites.  As predicted by Hardin’s theory, the whole


community paid the price for these environmentally harmful acts, not just


those who performed them.  So although life in the Sahel was hard, life


indeed persisted.


Recently though, the Sahel’s natural balance has been upset with both


nature and people suffering the consequences.  The fragile Sahel landscape is


being buried by expanding dunes of sand.  Millions of acres of once fertile


land are now covered.  The cattle, without food, starve; and the nomads,


without cattle, also starve.  The numbers of dead and dying continue to


increase, held back only by the relief grain sent by foreign states.  Yet the grain


does not solve the problem; it simply forestalls starvation for a brief time.  


In the face of such catastrophe, nature is often blamed -- specifically the


lack of rain.  It would be of some psychological comfort to blame the Sahel’s


problems on the capriciousness of nature or to believe the problems could be


fixed by a suitable application of imported technology.  However, the


expansion of the deserts has coincided with the introduction and application


of advanced technology: a severe drought in the 1870’s caused little


desertification.  Therefore, something important in the Sahel must have


changed in the last century.  That something is technology.
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Since the Sahel nations gained their independence in the 1950's, foreign


aid has poured into the region.  The introduction of modern medicine


increased the life spans of both people and cattle.  Modern well technology


tapped into the vast aquifers beneath the Sahel, giving access to the


previously unusable water.  But where the cattle had plenty to drink, they did


not have enough to eat.  Many cattle died bloated with water eating sand.


Thus, modern technology led to reduced disease, increased life spans, and


higher populations.  But the higher populations led to more cattle, and the


increased cattle led to overgrazing.  Nature however could not “fix” the


situation because the traditional natural correctives, disease and drought,


were thwarted by medicine and wells.  Consequently, overgrazing worsened


and led to spreading sand dunes and famine.


While compelling, the argument that too many people led to too many


cattle, overgrazing, and desertification is also questionable.  The argument


requires knowledge from many separate fields to be fully appreciated, and the


consequences of overgrazing take a long time to make themselves felt.  Thus


it is difficult to prove that overgrazing results from any specific policy or


action.  Yet the consequences of overpopulation and overgrazing can be quite


severe, and so it is worth the effort to study them in hopes of gaining greater


understanding of the processes and perhaps discovering a way to avoid their


terrible consequences.  


In 1974, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)


contracted with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to create a


Sahel computer model.  The work was undertaken by MIT graduate student
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Anthony Picardi under the supervision of Professor William Seifert9 and


used the system dynamics computer simulation methodology.  The


recommended method of formulating system dynamics models is as follows:


1. Establish a dynamic problem definition
2. Formulate a hypothesis about the feedback mechanisms


causing the observed problematic behavior.
3. Build a formal simulation model incorporating that


hypothesis.
4. Run the model, compare its behavior with what is known


about the real system, and revise the model until it is an
acceptable representation.


5. Identify changes that would improve system behavior.10


As stated previously, computer models have the most impact when they are


narrowly focused on a specific problem.  Picardi concentrated his study on


changes in the human population, the livestock population, and range


condition over periods of roughly 100 years, enough time for the Sahel to


recover from serious overgrazing.  These three factors -- the human and


livestock populations and range conditions -- represent factors entirely within


the Sahel system or endogenous  factors.  Picardi also studied the effects of


outside or exogenous  factors including rainfall, the drilling of water wells,


and factors that influenced the human and livestock death rates.  Using this


                                    


9  William W. Seifert, Anthony C. Picardi, et al., A Framework for Evaluating Long-Term
Strategies for the Development of the Sahel-Sudan Region, Cambridge, MA: Center for
Policy Alternatives, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1974


10  D.H. Meadows, J.M. Robinson, “Sahel: the Tragedy of the Commons,” The Electronic
Oracle: Computer Models and Social Decisions, Chichester, England: John Wiley & Sons,
1985, chapter 4


Condensed from ten steps in J.W. Forrester, Industrial Dynamics, Cambridge, MA:
Productivity Press, 1961, p13
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conceptual framework, Picardi then researched the Sahel problem, created a


model based on the best available data, and ran it.


Picardi discovered that modern technological improvements intended to


increase the Sahel residents’ quality of life in fact led to desertification and


famine.  Using system dynamics terminology, modern technology made the


Sahel ecosystem unstable by weakening the relationship between overgrazing


and human/livestock death.  Medicine and water wells are able to hold off


death due to plague or drought, but can do little to prevent death by


starvation.  Picardi tested many different policies with his model to see if


there was some easy, politically acceptable way to stabilize the Sahel system,


but he could find no such policy.  Stability was achieved only through (1)


removing all foreign influences, and (2) reestablishing the relationship


between range conditions and livestock levels.  Thus, Picardi found that the


introduction of modern technology and the maintenance of the Sahel


ecosystem are fundamentally incompatible goals.  He also concluded that the


people’s desire to increase their personal wealth led to the destruction of the


region’s ecosystem.  Thus, the Tragedy of the Sahel is actually an instance of


the more general phenomenon, the Tragedy of the Commons.


Picardi’s report, although competently researched and thoughtfully


produced, was not well received.  USAID, the supporting agency, did not


publish the report and barely acknowledged its existence.  Discovering that


nothing could be done to help those suffering in the Sahel was an


unacceptable answer.  Yet the report’s findings have yet to be proven


incorrect.  In the twenty years since the report was written, the situation in


the Sahel has worsened -- not improved -- apparently for the reasons cited by
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Picardi.  Therefore, historical evidence confirms Picardi’s basic hypothesis:


that overpopulation of humans and their livestock leads to overgrazing,


environmental degradation, and famine -- an argument also made by, “The


Tragedy of the Commons.”


Part 3 -- The Development of a Simple Sahel Model


This section develops four simple models, and in so doing presents the


following system dynamics topics: exponential growth, positive and negative


feedback, and population dynamics11.  The final, complex model will be


developed through a series of three smaller, simpler models.  The first


presents a quickly growing population, and the second shows how population


growth can be limited.  The third presents a simple ecosystem with two


populations interacting in a predator/prey relationship.  The fourth model


shows a three stage ecosystem of people, cattle, and grass.  It is this last model


that comes closest to representing the Sahel’s ecology.


The overpopulation problem lies at the base of “The Tragedy of the


Commons,” The Limits to Growth , and the Tragedy of the Sahel.  Thus, to


understand overpopulation we must understand how populations grow.


Figure 1  shows a STELLA representation of a growing population.


                                    
11 In presenting these topics, a certain familiarity with STELLA is assumed.  For example, the


reader should recognize and understands stocks, flows, and processes.  For more information
regarding such details, please check the STELLA documentation referenced in the
bibliography.
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population


births


birth rate


normalized population


Figure 1 - Modeling Population Growth in STELLA
births = birth_rate*population {people/yr}


(birth_rate = 10%/yr)


In this example, 10% of the population gives birth per year.  Those births


are added to population, yielding a total of 110% of the initial population after


one year.  In the next year, 10% of the increased population gives birth,


yielding a total of  110% + 10%*110% or 121% of initial population.  Notice


how the population not only gets bigger, but gets bigger faster.  The first year’s


increase was 10%, the next year’s 11%.  This occurs because the animals just


born soon give birth themselves.  This relationship is diagramed below.


+


populationbirths


+
+


Figure 2 - Causal Loop Diagram of Population Growth Model


The plus sign next to an arrowhead denotes change in the same direction,


a minus  sign (shown below in figure 5) denotes change in the opposite


direction.  Figure 2 shows that more births cause more population, and more


population causes more births.  Such a relationship is called a " positive
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feedback loop" and is denoted by the plus sign in the center of the loop.


Positive feedback loops can lead to “exponential  growth”, so called because


they experience growth best described by an exponential function. (e.g., ex)


The output from the figure 1 model is shown below.  


Figure 3 - Output from Population Growth Model
(birth_rate = 10%/yr)


Not only does population increase, its rate of increase gets bigger, faster12.


Given the structure of the figure 1 model, the population will increase


without bound; but in the real world, deaths limit population levels.  This


additional factor is added to the model below.


                                    
12Note that the output is called “normalized population” which differs from regular


population in that regular population has units such as “7 giraffes” (giraffes being the units
or that which is counted).  Normalized population is dimensionless because the actual
population is divided by the initial population.  So continuing with the giraffe example, if
we have 7 giraffes initially and later we have 14, then the normalized population equals 14
giraffes/7 giraffes, or 2, indicating that the giraffe population has doubled.
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population


births


birth rate


deaths


death rate


normalized population


Figure 4
Population Model with Birth and Death
deaths = death_rate*population {people/yr}


Figure 4 shows the two processes working in opposition to each other:


births increasing the population, and deaths decreasing the population.  This


relationship is portrayed in the causal loop diagram of figure 5.


+


populationbirths
+


+


deaths
+


-
-


Figure 5 - Causal Loop Diagram of Birth & Death Model


As shown by the diagram, increasing population increases both births and


deaths, hence the positive signs.  But as increasing births increases the


population, increasing deaths decreases the population.  Thus, the arrow


going from deaths to population has a negative  sign to show that the two


values move in opposite  directions.  The relationship between population


and death is called a negative  or balancing loop because it seeks a steady


value; whereas the positive loop between births and population seeks to grow


without bound.
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With two loops, which one dominates?  That depends on the relative


strength of the loops.  One loop can dominate, or the two can be in


equilibrium as shown in the next three figures.  Figure 6 shows the graph


resulting from a dominant positive loop, figure 7 shows the loops in


equilibrium, and figure 8 shows a dominant negative loop.


Figure 6 - Dominant Positive Loop
(death_rate = 8%/yr, birth_rate = 10%/yr)


if death_rate < birth_rate, the population increases
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Figure 7- Equilibrium
(death_rate = 10%/yr, birth_rate = 10%/yr)


if death_rate = birth rate, the population remains stable


Figure 8 - Dominant Negative Loop
(death_rate = 12%/yr, birth_rate = 10%/yr)


if death_rate > birth_rate, the population decreases
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The response in figures 6, 7, and 8 is more realistic than that shown in


figure 3 because an additional relevant factor, death, has been added.


Nevertheless, weaknesses still exist with the figure 4 model because the birth


and death rates do not change.  This clearly is not the case in nature where


many factors influence death rates, especially in predator/prey relationships.


The more predators, the more prey deaths; the fewer predators, the fewer prey


deaths.  This relationship is portrayed in the lynx and hares model below.13


area


hare births hare deaths


hare density


hare natality


lynx birthslynx deaths lynx natality


Hares


Lynx


~


hare kills per lynx


~


lynx mortality


normalized Hares


normalized Lynx


Figure 9 - Lynx and Hares Predator/Prey Model


                                    
13STELLA II Applications Guide, Hanover, NH: High Performance Systems, 1990, Chapter 2
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The model shows that the death rates are each affected by the other’s


population.  Lynx deaths are affected by hare density because the fewer hares


per unit area, the harder they are to find, and so fewer hares are eaten.  This


means less food for lynx and a higher lynx death rate.  More hares means


more food and a lower lynx death rate.  However, the hare population is also


affected by the lynx population.  The hare death rate is the product of the


number of hares eaten per lynx times the number of lynx.  Thus, the two


populations interact with each other as shown below.


+
Lynx


+


+
+


-


-


hare 
births


+hare 
deaths


+


-


-


lynx 
births


lynx 
deaths


+


-


+
Hares


+


-


Figure 10
Causal Loop Diagram of Lynx and Hares Model


Notice each population by itself resembles the causal loop diagram shown


in figure 5, but each population also affects the other’s death rate.  This creates


an additional, negative loop (center) that varies the two death rates and


regulates the populations.  This regulative behavior can be seen in figure 11.
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Figure 11
Output of Lynx and Hares Model


When the hare population grows large, the lynx population also grows,


eventually causing the hare population to decrease.  However, when the hare


population falls too far, then the lynx population also falls allowing the hares


to recover.  This cycle occurs repeatedly, causing oscillations, or periodic rising


and falling of the two populations.  


Such predator/prey relationships need not be limited to two levels.  Figure


12 shows a model that depicts similar interactions among three levels -- grass,


cattle, and people.14


                                    
14The equations and documentation for the Grass, Cattle, and People Model are included in


Appendix A.
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Figure 12
Grass, Cattle, and People Model
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In increasing the predator/prey relationship of figure 9 to three levels --


grass, cattle, and people -- we create a simplified version of Picardi’s Sahel


model as described in Part 2.  As with the lynx and hares model, the death


rates of each population are affected by the other populations: grass is affected


by cattle, people are affected by cattle, and cattle are affected by both grass and


people.  These relationships are diagramed below.
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+


+
+


-


-
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births


+


cattle 
deaths


+


-
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births deaths
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Figure 13
Causal Loop Diagram of Grass, Cattle, and People Model


This diagram shows two additional, negative loops: one between grass and


cattle, the other between cattle and people.  The response of figure 14 is


similar to that of figure 11.
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Figure 14
Output of Grass, Cattle, People Model


in Equilibrium


Figure 14 represents the Sahel ecosystem as it operated before the


introduction of modern technology.  Strong relationships between people,


cattle, and the grasslands prevented overgrazing.  Should the human or cattle


population get too high, then the grass level falls causing famine, population


correction, and the recovery of grass and soil.  


This situation however changed with the introduction of modern


technology.  Figure 15 shows the model with advancing medical technology


and a drought beginning at year 60.15


                                    
15 The conditions necessary to replicate this run are included in Appendix B.
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Figure 15
Output of Grass, Cattle, People Model


Under Stress


Notice that even before year 60, increases in medical technology allow the


human population to increase far beyond the levels of figure 14.  When the


drought hits at year 60, rain falls to 70% of normal and the grass, cattle, and


human populations all decline.  Grass however quickly rebounds causing the


cattle population to increase rapidly, so rapidly in fact that the grass


population drops drastically, indicating another round of cattle death and


human famine will result.  The increased severity of the oscillations indicates


that the system has become less stable.  This is why Picardi advised that


relationships between land conditions and cattle/human populations be


brought closer together -- to lessen the severity of the oscillations.  In systems


terminology, the negative, regulatory loops should be strengthened to make


the system more  stable.  


Finally, the model is not a perfect or even a highly detailed representation


of the Sahel, although it does capture the region’s basic ecological structure.
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For example, cattle and grass probably rebound too quickly, and humans not


quickly enough after the drought and famine of figure 15.  Also, soil quality is


not even addressed by the model, which accounts for the too rapid


rebounding of grass.  As stated before, the real value of modeling is not the


finished model but the modeling process itself.  How would you make the


model more realistic?  What processes should be added, expanded, or deleted?


What information sources should be consulted as a basis for the


modifications?  These questions are, as they say, left as an exercise for the


reader.


Conclusion


This paper provides a three part introduction to the systemic forces that


contributed to the Tragedy of the Sahel.  The first part showed that the


Tragedy of the Sahel is a specific instance of a more general phenomenon, the


Tragedy of the Commons.  This section also showed that system dynamics


computer models are useful in understanding this type of problem.  The


second part explained the basic factors that govern the Sahel ecosystem -- the


human and animal populations and the range conditions -- and reviewed an


extensive system dynamics model that specifically addressed the Sahel.  The


third part developed four simple models to investigate the forces that shape


the Sahel.


Each part also supports Garrett Hardin’s assertion that no technical


solution exists for the Tragedy of the Commons.  The first part showed how


The Limits to Growth  uses system dynamics computer models to
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demonstrate that the human population is limited.  The second part showed


that in the Sahel, modern medicine, water wells, and food aid contribute to


overpopulation, overgrazing, and famine.  The third part showed how --


using a system dynamics model of grass, cattle, and people -- the introduction


of modern technology makes the Sahel eco-system unstable, causing wild


population swings.  Picardi first made this discovery in 1974, but his work was


not well received.  The years since then have proven Picardi correct;


conditions in the Sahel have indeed worsened.


Such lessons apply not only to Africa however.  The Tragedy of the Sahel


is only an instance of the Tragedy of the Commons, perhaps the most explicit


instance because the Sahel ecosystem is so fragile and self-contained.  The


limiting behavior is relatively easy to understand and difficult to ignore.  The


Limits to Growth argues that similar limiting processes are at work globally,


only they are much less clear due to the complex international economic


system and much slower due to the large numbers of people and large areas


of land in question.  However, The  Limits to Growth  argument cannot be


dismissed because system dynamics based arguments have proven correct in


the past.  Just as Picardi’s analysis regarding the Sahel proved correct almost


twenty years later, The Limits to Growth may also prove correct.  In that case,


the tragic limiting of the human population would not be confined to a


specific region, but spread out over the world.
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-- Appendix A --
Grass, Cattle, People Model Equations and Comments


Cattle(t) = Cattle(t - dt) + (cattle_births - cattle_deaths) * dt
INIT Cattle = 300e3
DOCUMENT:  Cattle {cattle} - The initial amount of cattle owned by the
Sahel's nomads.  On the average, there should be between 3 and 4 head of
cattle to support each person.


cattle_births =  Cattle*cattle_natality
DOCUMENT:  cattle births {cattle/yr} - A compounding process is used to
depict cattle births.  The births flow is defined as the product of Cattle and
their natality.  This process works just like compounding interest in a savings
account.


cattle_deaths =
Cattle*(cattle_mortality/medical_factor+cattle_offtake_percentage)
DOCUMENT:  Cattle deaths {cattle/yr} - In this process, cattle die either by
being offtaken by people or by dying of natural causes.


Grass(t) = Grass(t - dt) + (grass_growth - grass_eaten) * dt
INIT Grass = area*initial_range_condition
DOCUMENT:  Grass {kg} - The initial amount of grass in the Sahel area being
modeled.  The equation multiplies the area times the normal amount of grass
per unit area (hectare).


grass_growth =
max(1.7-normalized_grass, 0) *Grass*grass_natality*rain_multiplier
DOCUMENT:  Grass Growth {kg/yr} - A compounding process is used to
depict grass growth.  The growth flow is defined as the product of grass and its
natality.  This process works just like compounding interest in a savings
account.  The max function works simply to limit the amount of grass grown
should the cattle population get too low to regulate grass growth.


grass_eaten = Cattle*grass_eaten_per_cow
DOCUMENT:  grass eaten {kg/yr} - This is a draining process.  Some fraction
of grass will be eaten each year.


People(t) = People(t - dt) + (people_births - people_deaths) * dt
INIT People = 75e3
DOCUMENT:  People {people} - The initially amount of people living in the
Sahel area considered by this model.
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people_births =  People*people_natality
DOCUMENT:  People births {people/yr} - A compounding process is used to
depict births.  The births flow is defined as the product of the population and
natality.  This process works just like compounding interest in a savings
account.


people_deaths =  People*people_mortality/medical_factor
DOCUMENT:  People deaths {people/yr} - This is a draining process.  Some
fraction of the population will die each year.  The PULSE function is used to
jolt the system out of its initial steady-state.


area = Cattle*nec_area_per_cow
DOCUMENT:  area {ha} - the area of Sahel land being modeled


cattle_natality = .30
DOCUMENT:  Cattle Natality {births/cattle*yr} - Each cow in the ecosystem is
assumed to produce this number of offspring (on average) per year.  This
number must be equal to the amount of cattle that die per year which
includes both offtake and natural death.


cattle_per_person = Cattle/People
DOCUMENT:  cattle per person {cattle/people} - replaces "cattle per unit area"
because cows aren't hunted as with a "normal" predator prey relationship.
Nomads and their herds are more tightly coupled, and so this variable reflects
that closeness.


grass_density =  Grass/area
DOCUMENT:  This equation calculates the average density of grass in the
ecosystem.


grass_natality = .7
DOCUMENT:  Grass Natality {%/yr} - The average amount of grass grown
each year relative to the present amount of grass.


initial_range_condition = 100
DOCUMENT:  initial range condition {kg/ha} - the amount of grass per unit
of Sahel area


nec_area_per_cow = 20
DOCUMENT:  necessary area per cow {ha} - the area of land necessary to
maintain one head of cattle.  (from picardi)


normalized_cattle = Cattle/INIT(Cattle)
DOCUMENT:  Normalized Cattle {} - A dimensionless ratio showing the
number of cattle compared to the initial, steady state number.
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normalized_grass = Grass/INIT(Grass)
DOCUMENT:  Normalized Grass {} - A dimensionless ratio showing the
amount of grass compared to the initial, steady state amount.


normalized_people = People/INIT(People)
DOCUMENT:  Normalized People {} - A dimensionless ratio showing the
number of people compared to the initial, steady state number.


people_natality = .04
DOCUMENT:  People Natality {people per year} - The average number of
offpring the population will generate each year per person.  Note that this
fraction must be sufficiently high to replenish the number of people that die
each year.


cattle_mortality = GRAPH(grass_eaten_per_cow)
(0.00, 1.00), (200, 0.5), (400, 0.3), (600, 0.2), (800, 0.12), (1000, 0.08), (1200, 0.065),
(1400, 0.0575), (1600, 0.05), (1800, 0.045), (2000, 0.04)
DOCUMENT:  Cattle mortality {%/yr} - the fraction of the cattle population
that dies each year, is assumed to depend on the amount of grass eaten.  With
less grass, a greater fraction of the cattle population will starve.


cattle_offtake_percentage = GRAPH(cattle_per_person)
(0.00, 0.6), (1.00, 0.45), (2.00, 0.34), (3.00, 0.265), (4.00, 0.2), (5.00, 0.155), (6.00,
0.115), (7.00, 0.1), (8.00, 0.085), (9.00, 0.07), (10.0, 0.065)
DOCUMENT:  Cattle offtake percentage {%/yr} - the percentage of cattle that
are taken from the herd each year for food.  As the number of cattle rises in
comparison with the number of people, the percentage decreases.  As the ratio
fall, the percentage increases.


grass_eaten_per_cow = GRAPH(grass_density)
(0.00, 0.00), (20.0, 320), (40.0, 600), (60.0, 800), (80.0, 920), (100, 1000), (120, 1070),
(140, 1140), (160, 1180), (180, 1230), (200, 1250)
DOCUMENT:  Grass Eaten Per Cow {kg/cow} - The amount of grass eaten per
cow (per year) increases with the density of grass in the ecosystem.  Note that
when density is 0 (there are no hares), the grass eaten  per cow must also be 0.


medical_factor = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 1.00), (10.0, 1.00), (20.0, 1.00), (30.0, 1.00), (40.0, 1.00), (50.0, 1.00), (60.0, 1.00),
(70.0, 1.00), (80.0, 1.00), (90.0, 1.00), (100, 1.00), (110, 1.00), (120, 1.00)
DOCUMENT:  medical multipler {} - a dimensionless number used to
represent advances in modern medical technology.  This number, always
greater than one, is used to lower the death rate.  Lowering the death rate
results in longer life spans and increased population.


max ~ 2  death rate halfed, life expectancy doubled
min -  1 {normal, traditional medical levels}
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people_mortality = GRAPH(cattle_per_person)
(0.00, 1.00), (1.00, 0.6), (2.00, 0.295), (3.00, 0.075), (4.00, 0.025), (5.00, 0.0215), (6.00,
0.02), (7.00, 0.0185), (8.00, 0.017), (9.00, 0.0155), (10.0, 0.0145)
DOCUMENT:  people mortality {%/yr) - the fraction of the human
population that dies each year, is assumed to depend on the number of cattle
per person.  With fewer cattle, a greater fraction of the human population
will starve.


rain_multiplier = GRAPH(TIME)
(0.00, 1.00), (10.0, 1.00), (20.0, 1.00), (30.0, 1.00), (40.0, 1.00), (50.0, 1.00), (60.0, 1.00),
(70.0, 1.00), (80.0, 1.00), (90.0, 1.00), (100, 1.00), (110, 1.00), (120, 1.00)
DOCUMENT:  rain multiplier {} - a dimensionless number used to represent
the effects of rainfall on the Sahel.  This number influences the grass growth
rate by modifying grass natality.


max - 2  {double normal rainfall}
min - 0   {no rain at all}
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-- Appendix B --


Model Modifications for Stress Test


Medical Technology increases over time as a result of Western aid.  To


represent this, the medical factor is increased from 1 to 1.3, which lowers the


death rate and increases the life span of the population.


Periods of drought affect the Sahel from time to time.  Viewed historically,
such droughts are inevitable.  The above graph represents a 70% decrease in
rainfall over 20 years.
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             People Natality {people per year} - The average number of offpring the population will generate each year per person.  Note that this fraction must be sufficiently high to replenish the number of people that die each year.
             .04
             
        
         
             Cattle {cattle} - The initial amount of cattle owned by the Sahel's nomads.  On the average, there should be between 3 and 4 head of cattle to support each person.
             300e3
             cattle_births
             cattle_deaths
             
        
         
             People {people} - The initially amount of people living in the Sahel area considered by this model.
             75e3
             people_births
             people_deaths
             
        
         
             Cattle offtake percentage {%/yr} - the percentage of cattle that are taken from the herd each year for food.  As the number of cattle rises in comparison with the number of people, the percentage decreases.  As the ratio fall, the percentage increases.
             cattle_per_person
             
                 
                 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
                 0.59999999999999998,0.45000000000000001,0.34000000000000002,0.26500000000000001,0.20000000000000001,0.155,0.115,0.10000000000000001,0.085000000000000006,0.070000000000000007,0.065000000000000002
            
             
        
         
             people mortality {%/yr) - the fraction of the human population that dies each year, is assumed to depend on the number of cattle per person.  With fewer cattle, a greater fraction of the human population will starve.
             cattle_per_person
             
                 
                 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
                 1,0.59999999999999998,0.29499999999999998,0.074999999999999997,0.025000000000000001,0.021499999999999998,0.02,0.018499999999999999,0.017000000000000001,0.0155,0.014500000000000001
            
             
        
         
             Normalized Cattle {} - A dimensionless ratio showing the number of cattle compared to the initial, steady state number.  
             Cattle/INIT(Cattle)
             
                 
            
        
         
             Normalized People {} - A dimensionless ratio showing the number of people compared to the initial, steady state number.  
             People/INIT(People)
             
                 
            
        
         
             Grass Growth {kg/yr} - A compounding process is used to depict grass growth.  The growth flow is defined as the product of grass and its natality.  This process works just like compounding interest in a savings account.  The max function works simply to limit the amount of grass grown should the cattle population get too low to regulate grass growth.
              max(1.7-normalized_grass, 0) *Grass*grass_natality*rain_multiplier
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             grass eaten {kg/yr} - This is a draining process.  Some fraction of grass will be eaten each year.
             Cattle*grass_eaten_per_cow
             
             
                 
                     
                     
                
            
        
         
             Grass Natality {%/yr} - The average amount of grass grown each year relative to the present amount of grass.  
             .7
             
        
         
             Grass {kg} - The initial amount of grass in the Sahel area being modeled.  The equation multiplies the area times the normal amount of grass per unit area (hectare).
             area*initial_range_condition
             grass_growth
             grass_eaten
             
        
         
             Cattle mortality {%/yr} - the fraction of the cattle population that dies each year, is assumed to depend on the amount of grass eaten.  With less grass, a greater fraction of the cattle population will starve.
             grass_eaten_per_cow
             
                 
                 0,200,400,600,800,1000,1200,1400,1600,1800,2000
                 1,0.5,0.29999999999999999,0.20000000000000001,0.12,0.080000000000000002,0.065000000000000002,0.057500000000000002,0.050000000000000003,0.044999999999999998,0.040000000000000001
            
             
        
         
             Normalized Grass {} - A dimensionless ratio showing the amount of grass compared to the initial, steady state amount.  
             Grass/INIT(Grass)
             
                 
            
        
         
             necessary area per cow {ha} - the area of land necessary to maintain one head of cattle.  (from picardi)
             20
             
        
         
             This equation calculates the average density of grass in the ecosystem.
              Grass/area
             
        
         
             Grass Eaten Per Cow {kg/cow} - The amount of grass eaten per cow (per year) increases with the density of grass in the ecosystem.  Note that when density is 0 (there are no hares), the grass eaten  per cow must also be 0.
             grass_density
             
                 
                 0,20,40,60,80,100,120,140,160,180,200
                 0,320,600,800,920,1000,1070,1140,1180,1230,1250
            
             
        
         
             initial range condition {kg/ha} - the amount of grass per unit of Sahel area
             100
             
        
         
             medical multipler {} - a dimensionless number used to represent advances in modern medical technology.  This number, always greater than one, is used to lower the death rate.  Lowering the death rate results in longer life spans and increased population.  max ~ 2  death rate halfed, life expectancy doubledmin -  1 {normal, traditional medical levels}
             TIME
             
                 
                 0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120
                 1,1,1,1.1000000000000001,1.2,1.3,1.3,1.3,1.3,1.3,1.3,1.3,1.3
            
             
        
         
             rain multiplier {} - a dimensionless number used to represent the effects of rainfall on the Sahel.  This number influences the grass growth rate by modifying grass natality.  max - 2  {double normal rainfall}min - 0   {no rain at all}
             TIME
             
                 
                 0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120
                 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0.69999999999999996,0.69999999999999996,0.69999999999999996,1,1,1
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